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Background

• Switches and routers send congestion signals to end-systems
to regulate the amount of network traffic.
– Two types of congestion.

• Transient: Caused by random fluctuations in the arrival rate of
packets, and effectively dealt with using buffers and link-level pausing
(or dropping packets in the case of the Internet).

• Oversubscription: Caused by an increase in the applied load either
because existing flows send more traffic, or (more likely) because new
flows have arrived.

– We’ve been developing QCN (for Quantized Congestion
Notification), an algorithm which is being studied as a part of the
IEEE 802.1 Data Center Bridging group for deployment in Ethernet
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Congestion management/control

• In essence, a CM scheme will induce a control
loop between a switch (which sends congestion
signals) and a source (which changes its sending
rate in response).
– It is important to study this control loop from the

following viewpoints:
• Performance: stability, throughput, fairness, robustness
• Implementation: simplicity, cost of deployment

– The performance analysis problem is complicated
because there are many interacting control loops
• One switch to many sources
• Many switches to many (common) sources
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Summary of what is to come

• Congestion control algorithms aim to
– deliver high throughput, maintain low latencies/backlogs, be fair to

all flows, be simple to implement and easy to deploy

• Performance is related to stability of control loop
– “Stability” refers to the non-oscillatory or non-exploding behavior of

congestion control loops.  In real terms, stability refers to the non-
oscillatory behavior of the queues at the switch.
• If the switch buffers are short, oscillating queues can overflow (hence

drop packets/pause the link) or underflow (hence lose utilization)
• In either case, links cannot be fully utilized, throughput is lost, flow

transfers take longer
• So stability is important to establish
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Unit step response of the network
• The control loops are not easy to analyze

– They are described by non-linear, delay differential equations
which are usually impossible to analyze

– So linearized analyses are performed using Nyquist or Bode theory

• Is linearized analysis useful?
– Yes!  It is not difficult to know if a zero-delay non-linear system is

stable.  As the delay increases, linearization can be used to tell if
the system is stable for delay (or number of sources) in some
range; i.e. we get sufficient conditions

• The above stability theory is essentially studying the “unit step
response” of a network
– Apply many “infinitely long flows” at time 0 and see how long the

network takes to settle them to the correct collective and individual
rate; the first is about throughput, the second is about fairness
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Flow-level models
• However, what users care about is flow (file) transfer times, not

about link utilization or about buffer overflows
– Recognizing this, the literature devotes a substantial effort to rating

an algorithm’s ability to transfer flows quickly
– Here flows, of various sizes, continually arrive at the network and

are processed according to the underlying congestion control and
transport algorithms

– Metrics like average flow completion time and its variance reveal
the goodness of the schemes

• The two parts mesh as follows
– First use the unit step response to get control gain parameters
– Then use the flow-models to understand the dynamic performance

of the network under more realistic loads
– Winning algorithms score high on both metrics and are simple

• We’re going to see how all this works at L3 and then at L2
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Overview of Internet research
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A one-slide (extreme) summary

• The basic control loop: an end-system--router pair
– End-systems either

• Have simple reactions:  Cut window by a factor 1/2 (e.g. TCP)
• Or elaborate reactions:  Various increase/decrease behaviors
                                             (e.g. High-speed TCP, Fast TCP)

– The router could
• Send simple signals: signal (drop/mark) based on queue-size alone
                                        (e.g. RED, DropTail)
• Or detailed signals: drop/mark based on queue-size, and link
                                      utilization (e.g. REM, PI controller, AVQ)

• For high bandwidth-delay-product networks
– The simple-simple combo doesn’t work (e.g. RED-TCP); this is

what has led to the development of other algorithms
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TCP--RED: A deep dive into a
basic control loop

TCP

TCPTCP

TCP

TCP: Slow start + 
Congestion avoidance

Congestion avoidance: AIMD
No loss: increase window by 1;

Pkt loss: cut window by half
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RED: Drop probability, p, increases as 
the congestion level goes up 
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The simulation setup
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TCP--RED: Analytical model
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TCP--RED: Analytical model
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*By  V. Misra, W. Dong and D. Towsley at SIGCOMM 2000
*Fluid model concept originated by F. Kelly, A. Maullo and D. Tan at Jour. Oper. Res. Society, 1998
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Accuracy of analytical model
Recall the ns-2 simulation from earlier: Delay at Link 1
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Accuracy of analytical model
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Accuracy of analytical model
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Why are the Diff Eqn models so accurate?

• They’ve been developed in Physics, where thy are called
Mean Field Models

• The main idea
– very difficult to model large-scale systems: there are simply too many

events, too many random quantities
– but, it is quite easy to model the mean or average behavior of such

systems
– interestingly, when the size of the system grows, its behavior gets closer

and closer to that predicted by the mean-field model!
– physicists have been exploiting this feature to model large magnetic

materials, gases, etc.
– just as a few electrons/particles don’t have a very big influence on a

system, so is Internet resource usage not heavily influenced by a few
packets: aggregates matter more
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TCP--RED: Stability analysis

• Given the differential equations, in principle one can figure out
whether the TCP--RED control loop is stable

• However, the differential equations are v.complicated
– 3rd or 4th order, nonlinear, with delays
– There is no general theory, specific case treatments exist

• “Linearize and analyze”
– Linearize equations around the (unique) operating point
– Analyze resultant linear, delay-differential equations using Nyquist or

Bode theory

• End result:
– Design stable control loops
– Determine stability conditions (RTT limits, number of users, etc)
– Obtain control loop parameters: gains, drop functions, …
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Instability of TCP--RED
• As the bandwidth-delay-product increases, the TCP--RED control

loop becomes unstable

• Parameters: 50 sources, link capacity = 9000 pkts/sec, TCP--RED
• Source: S. Low et. al.  Infocom 2002
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Layer 2 Congestion Control
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Background

• This is ongoing effort in the IEEE 802.1 CM Working Group
– The goal is to design a congestion management algorithm for

Ethernet as part of the Data Center Bridging standards effort
– Simulations and theory used for design and validation
– We borrow from Internet research, where possible
– However, several significant differences exist
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Switched Ethernet vs Internet
• Some significant differences …

1. There is no end-to-end signaling in the Ethernet a la per-packet acks in the
Internet
• So congestion must be signaled to the source by switches
• Not possible to know round trip time!
• Algorithm not automatically self-clocked (like TCP)

2. Links can be paused; i.e. packets may not be dropped
3. No sequence numbering of L2 packets
4. Sources do not start transmission gently (like TCP slow-start); they can

potentially come on at the full line rate of 10Gbps
5. Ethernet switch buffers are much smaller than router buffers (100s of KBs

vs 100s of MBs)
6. Most importantly, algorithm should be simple enough to be implemented

completely in hardware

• An interesting environment to develop a congestion control algorithm
• We have developed QCN, for Quantized Congestion Notification, which is now being

drafted (version 0 released)
• Closest Internet relatives: BIC TCP at source, REM/PI controller at switch
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Congestion management loop
components

• Reaction Point: Where the rate of injection of a flow (or flows) is changed due
to congestion signals; usually, the place where rate limiters reside.

• Congestion Point: Where resources (buffers/links) exist and can be
congested, and where congestion signals are generated; usually, switch
buffers and the links they are attached to.

• Congestion Management Domain: ReaP -- CPs

Source Reaction
Point

Congestion
Point 1

Congestion
Point n

Destination
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Basic QCN

• 2-point architecture: Reaction Point -- Congestion Point
1. Congestion Points: Sample packets, compute feedback (Fb), quantize Fb

to 6 bits, and reflect only negative Fb values back to Reaction Point with a
probability proportional to Fb.

2. Reaction Points: Transmit regular Ethernet frames.  When congestion
message arrives: perform multiplicative decrease, fast recovery and active
probing.
– Fast recovery similar to BIC-TCP: gives high performance in high bandwidth-

delay product networks, while being very simple.
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Fast Recovery and Active Probing
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Basic QCN: Outcomes/results

• Easy to deploy, light resource requirement
– No header modifications, no tags, immediately deployable.
– Can work with a single rate limiter.

• Alias all flows which have received negative feedback onto the rate limiter.  RL
becomes “meta-flow” with fast recovery + active probing ensuring good
performance.

• The algorithm is well-defined; i.e. does not rely on the existence of multiple rate
limiters for correctness of specification since it has no tags or probes.

• Quantizing Fb simplifies implementation
– Fb value used to index into a small table to find the decrease factor.

• No potentially expensive hardware resources needed for computations.
– Lookup table also makes the scheme easily reconfigurable (if Fb --> Rate

relation changes), a useful workaround.
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Timer-supported QCN

Byte-Ctr

Timer

RL

• Timer
– 5 cycles of FR  (T msec per cycle)
– AI cycles afterwards (T/2 msec/cycle)
– Fb < 0 sends timer to FR

• Byte-Counter
– 5 cycles of FR  (150KB per cycle)
– AI cycles afterwards (75KB per cycle)
– Fb < 0 sends timer to FR

• RL
– In FR if both byte-ctr and timer in FR
– In AI if only one of byte-ctr or timer in AI
– In HAI if both byte-ctr and timer in AI

• Note: RL goes to HAI only after 500
pkts have been sent
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Rate Adjustments

When RL is in FR
- Upon completion of a byte-ctr or timer

cycle: CR=(CR+TR)/2
- EFR and Target rate reduction enabled

during first cycle of byte-ctr

When RL is in AI
- Upon completion of byte-ctr or timer

cycle: TR = TR + RAI; CR = (CR+TR)/2

       (We’ve used RAI = 5 Mbps)

When RL is in HAI
      (This means at least 500 pkts have been

transmitted since last ding)
- Events = completion of byte-ctr or timer

cycles
- Events numbered i = 1, 2, …
- At the end of event number i:

TR = TR + (i*RHAI); CR = (CT+TR)/2;

       (We’ve used  RHAI = 50 Mbps)
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Simulations: OG Hotspot
• Parameters

– 10 sources share a 10 G link, whose capacity drops to 0.5G during 2-4 secs
– Max offered rate per source: 1.05G
– RTT = 50 usec
– Buffer size = 100 pkts (150KB); Qeq = 22

– T = 10 msecs
– RAI  = 5 Mbps
– RHAI = 50 Mbps

Source 1
Source 2

Source 10

10 G 10 G

0.5G
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Recovery Time

Stability not compromised
Recovery time = 80 msec
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Stability (RTT = 50 usecs)
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Stability (RTT = 50 usecs)
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Stability (RTT = 50 usecs)
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Stability (long RTT = 500 usecs)
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Stability (RTT = 500 usecs)
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Stability (500 usecs)
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Conclusion
• Most of the basic tests have been presented at the IEEE

    (You’ve seen just the single link simulations here)
– More complex L2 topologies, bursty traffic, multipathing, etc
– Flow completion times
– TCP interaction with QCN

• Theory work (showing control theoretic stability) exists, continues to
develop/refine


